
 

 

  
Abstract—Predictions of fracture initiation and propagation 

pressure are an essential prerequisite to determine reasonable 
injection pressure for poorly consolidated sandstone. Most 
models for hydraulic fracturing based on elasticity mechanics 
are not applicable for poorly consolidated rocks. The 
fluid-solid coupling model based on elastic theory of porous 
media for poorly consolidated sandstone is established to 
analyze fracturing modes and fracture initiation pressure by 
adopting the maximum tensile stress criterion and the 
Mohr-Coulomb criterion, and the calculation methods of water 
injection fracture pressure and water injection fracture 
propagation pressure are obtained in this paper. The study 
shows that fractures are mainly caused by shear failure and 
propagation direction is parallel to the maximum horizontal 
stress. The vertical and tangential effective stress are reduced 
with the increase of bottom-hole injection pressure. But the 
radial effective stress is just the opposite. So the 
transformation of the three principal effective stress values will 
occur with the increase of water injection pressure. The 
fractures paralleled to the radial direction of borehole are 
more easily propagate to formation interior when radial stress 
becomes intermediate principal stress. The work provides 
important guidance to determine the construction parameters 
micro-fracturing in water injection wells. 

 
Index Terms—Poorly consolidated sandstone, water 

injection fracturing pressure, fracture propagation pressure, 
fracturing mode. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Poorly consolidated sandstone reservoirs are common all 

over the world, such as USA Wilmington oilfield , Canada 
Athaska oilfield, Bohai oilfield, Dagang oil field of China 
[1]-[3]. Bohai oilfield that the main production area of 
CNOOC has explored and developed in poorly consolidated 
sandstone reservoirs. Water injection has become a key 
measure to improve well productivity and oil recovery in 
poorly consolidated sandstone reservoir. Poorly 
consolidated sandstone has the characteristics of shallow 
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buried depth, weak compaction, high pore and high 
permeability, poor cementation. Injection pressure will 
increase with the increase of water injection time [4], [5]. 
Oil production was got badly affected.Acidification is 
long-term conventional method adopted to 
plugging-removal of water injection wells in Bohai oilfield, 
but blockage removal effect is not ideal, due to the 
limitation of acidification validity period. Bohai oilfield has 
put forward the plugging-removal technology of 
micro-fracturing. It uses the injected water as fracturing 
fluid. The technology can increase bottom hole pressure 
near the wellbore to form micro-fracture through mud pump 
or fracturing pump pressure to achieve the purpose of 
augmenting injection and plugging removal without the use 
of tackifier and proppant. During the process of injecting 
water, high water injection pressure may lead to a series of 
safety problems [6], [7], injected water jumped into 
caprocks or interlaminar collusion [8], even fault rupture 
and leakage caused by injected water. Injection pressure 
should be in a reasonable range. The principle is to 
guarantee purpose of plugging-removal, to ensure the safety 
and oil reservoir development effect in the process of water 
injection. Therefore, the calculation of critical water 
injection pressure is the key factor. 

Until now, the calculation of critical water injection 
pressure mainly focused on the brittle formation. It also 
considered fracture pressure of reservoir as the upper limit 
of water injection pressure [9]. The key to determine critical 
water injection pressure is accurately calculating the 
reservoir fracture pressure. In recent decades, many scholars 
have put forward different prediction models of fracture 
pressure, which were mainly based on preventing the 
formation from tensile fracture. The inflection point method 
of water injection instruction curve can roughly determine 
critical water injection pressure by analyzing instruction 
curve shape of water injection wellhead. The method was 
just used to qualitatively analyze fracture pressure [10], [11]. 
Fracture pressure gradient method was simple, but the 
reservoir fracture pressure by fracturing test was not equal 
to water injection fracture pressure. It cannot accurately 
reflect the water injection fracture pressure value [12], [13]. 
For new blocks without carrying out fracturing operations, 
fracture pressure prediction methods were adopted to 
determine the upper limit of bottom hole water injection 
pressure, such as Eaton method, Stephen method, H R 
method, Holbrook method, etc [14], [15]. These methods 
were based on the traditional linear elastic model of brittle 
formation. It think the cracks were caused by the tensile 
failure. Actually, Because of low strength and large plastic 
deformation, the traditional fracturing model are not 
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applicable for poorly consolidated sandstone (low cohesive 
force, strong plasticity, high porosity and permeability). Li 
established the fracture pressure calculation model 
considering the reservoir pollution, but lacking of rigorous 
mechanics theory support [16]. Sun considered the effect of 
reservoir temperature and plugging degree on water 
injection fracture pressure, but the adaptability also need to 
be further evaluated [17]. 

It is different that the failure forms of consolidated 
sandstone from poorly consolidated sand with high 
pore-permeability. The fluid-solid coupling model of poorly 
consolidated sandstone was established and the calculation 
methods of water fracture pressure and fracture propagation 
pressure were put forward in this paper by comprehensively 
analyzing mechanical and physical properties of poorly 
consolidated sands. 

 

II. FRACTURE INITIATION PRESSURE MODEL OF 
UNCONSOLIDATED SANDSTONE IN INJECTED WELLS 

Although the initiation fracture models based on 
poroelastic theory are convenient to be used and can give 
reasonable prediction for hard rock formation [18], [19].  

It’s not applicable of these models to the description of 
fracture initiation in soft rocks due to the low cohesion and 
strength. Shear failure, plastic yield deformation and 
fluid-solid coupling effect of fracture tip are essential to the 
initiation and propagation of fractures. Many laboratory 
studies have shown that fractures in soft rocks was 
generated by fluid injection are very different from that in 
brittle hard rocks. Khodaverdian [20] found that the fracture 
morphology in unconsolidated sand is quite different from 
conventional tensile fractures observed in hard rocks, based 
on their experiments. The fractures in unconsolidated 
sandstone are more similar to the high-pore and 
high-permeability zone. The fractures are more likely 
caused by shear failure. Pater [21] found that in-situ stress 
and fluid rheology have a strong influence on the initiation 
and propagation of fractures. The results show shear 
fractures are more likely to be easily generated at high 
confining stress. Due to the particularity of unconsolidated 
sand, the initiation and propagation of fractures are different 
from those of ordinary medium and high strength sand. In 
view of this, the fluid-solid coupling model of 
unconsolidated sandstone is established to analyze the stress 
state and failure modes in the process of water injection.  

A. Basic Assumptions of the Model 
The model mainly includes the following five basic 

assumptions: 
1) Coupling system is composed of solid skeleton and 

single-phase fluid. Fluid completely fills the pore space. 
Rock is linear elastic medium. Fluid flow is conform to 
Darcy law. 

2) Oil saturation around the injection wells is the residual 
oil saturation, namely the single-phase seepage around 
injection wells. 

3) Rock density, fluid viscosity and density are uniformly 
distributed in the formation. 

4) Rock tensile failure conforms to the maximum tensile 
stress criterion. Shear failure conforms to Mohr - 

Coulomb strength criterion. 
5) Considering fluid compressibility 

B. Governing Equations 
The stress components of any element in rock meet static 

equilibrium conditions. The balance differential equation in 
three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system is 
expressed as: 
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where rs , θs  and zs  are radial stress, tangential stress 

and vertical stress, respectively, Pa. rθs , zrs  and zθs  
are the shear stress, Pa.  

Fluid mass conservation equation, Darcy's law and 
compression equation, Percolation continuity equation under 
passive unsteady state can be represented as: 

2

( ) 1 1( ) ( ) ( )cp p pk p kr k
t r r r r

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= ∇ ⋅ ∇ = +

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
φµ

θ θ
     (2) 

whereφ is the porosity. µ is the fluid dynamic viscosity, 
Pa.s. C is compressibility of the fluid, Pa-1. k is the 
permeability, m2. p is formation pore pressure, Pa. 

The constitutive equation of elastic porous medium can 
be written as: 

' 2ij v ij ijGs λε δ ε= − −         (3) 

where '
ijs  is effective stress tensor, Pa. λ is Lame 

coefficient,
(1 )(1 2 )

Eνλ
ν ν

=
+ −

, where E  is the elastic 

modulus, Pa. ν  is poisson's ratio. G is shear modulus, Pa. 

vε is volumetric strain. ijε  is strain tensor. ijδ is 
Konecker symbol. 

The geometric equations of cylindrical coordinates can be 
written as 
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where u , v  and w  is radial displacement, tangential 
displacement and vertical displacement, respectively, m. rε , 

θε and zε is radial strain, tangential strain and vertical strain, 
respectively. 

Strength failure criterion: When the stress state of rock 
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meet (6), the formation rock will present tensile failure: 
'
3 ts s= −                   (6) 

where '
3s is the minimum effective stress, Pa. ts is the 

tensile strength, Pa. 
When the stress state of rock meet (7) (Mohr-Coulomb 

strength criterion), the formation rock will present shear 
failure: 

' '
1 3

1 sin 1 sin2
1 sin 1 sin

Cϕ ϕs s
ϕ ϕ

+ +
= +

− −
       (7) 

where '
1s  and '

3s  are the maximum and minimum 

principal effective stresses, respectively, Pa. C is cohesive. 
ϕ is the internal friction angle,°. 

C. Boundary and Initial Conditions 
The mechanical model established in this paper is 

plane-strain model. Inner boundary and outer boundary are 
circular boundary. Then, the inner and outer boundary 
conditions include the stress boundary conditions and 
corresponding pore pressure boundary conditions. The 
model considers non-uniform in-situ stress. The inner and 
outer boundary conditions can be given by transformation of 
coordinates. 

(1) The inner boundary conditions are 
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where α is Biot coefficient.,
wp is bottom hole fluid 

pressure, Pa. 
(2) The outer boundary conditions are 
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where xs and ys are two horizontal principal stress, Pa. 

0p is original formation pore pressure, Pa. 
The initial pore pressure conditions are expressed as: 

00t
p p

=
=                (10) 

(1) to (10) are the fracture propagation pressure 
calculation model of poorly consolidation sandstone under 
the condition of water injection. 

D. Solution Method for the Model 
Due to the symmetry of the model, this paper adopts a 

quarter model. Using the finite difference method and 
geometric progression grids to discrete the governing 
equations and boundary conditions. Then the radial 
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coordinate r is converted into rectangular coordinates x. It 
can be written as (11)

ln
w

rx
r

 
=  

 
                 (11)

For plane strain problem, the stress equilibrium equations
and implicit difference scheme of percolation continuity 
equation after discrete are expressed in related references.

Two straight flange boundaries are also included. Stress 
boundary conditions expressed by displacement boundary 
conditions are given as:

(1) The inner boundary conditions are

w
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(2) The outer boundary conditions are
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Because of the symmetry of the model, two straight 
flange boundaries are exerted by artificial boundary 
condition, namely (18)- (19).
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III. WATER INJECTION FRACTURE PRESSURE CALCULATION 
OF POORLY CONSOLIDATED SAND

Taking the mechanical and physical properties of poorly 
consolidated sands in Bohai oilfield for an example to 
calculate water injection fracture pressure and fracture 
propagation pressure. The parameters are shown in Table I.
Wellbore diameter is 16.51cm.

TABLE I: MODEL PARAMETERS
Parameter name Value Parameter name Value

Elasticity modulus 
/GPa 1 Poisson's ratio 0.27

Maximum 
horizontal principal 

stress /MPa
27 Minimum horizontal 

principal stress /MPa 24

Vertical stress /MPa 30 Biot coefficient 0.9
Water compression 
coefficient /MPa-1 0.0005 Original pore pressure 

/MPa 15

Porosity 0.25 permeability /mD 1000
Water viscosity 

/mPa.s 1 Water density /kg/m3 1000

Internal friction 
angle /° 30 Formation outer 

boundary /m 10

Cohesion /MPa 0.3 uniaxial compressive 1



 

 

 

A. The Effective Stress State and Stress Path Analysis 
on Minimum and Maximum Horizontal Principal 
Stress Orientation  

Choosing different bottom-hole pressure of water 
injection well to calculate the effective stress distribution 
near wellbore by the fluid-structure coupling model 
established in paper, 18 MPa, 22 MPa, 25 MPa respectively. 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show stress calculation results on 
minimum and maximum horizontal principal stress 
orientation. 
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Fig. 1. The distribution of radial, tangential and vertical effective stress on 

minimum horizontal stress orientation. 
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Fig. 2. The distribution of radial, tangential and vertical effective stress on 

maximum horizontal stress orientation. 
 

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show that formation pore pressure was 
rising and effective stress was reduced with the increase of 
water injection pressure (Radial stress near wellbore was 
rising with the increase of water injection pressure, but was 
reducing away from the wellbore). Water injection is equal 
to the unloading process, only reduced degrees of each 
stress was different, namely different water injection 
pressure will result in relative changes of the three effective 
principal stress. The change of three main effective stress 
near borehole was shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3. The relative value of effective stress near wellbore on minimum 

horizontal stress orientation. 
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Fig. 4. The relative value of effective stress near wellbore on maximum 

horizontal stress orientation. 
 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that vertical and tangential 

effective stress are reduced, but radial effective stress is 
rising with the increase of bottom hole pressure of water 
injection wells both the maximum and minimum horizontal 
stress orientation. 

The relative value of three effective principal stresses was 
' ' '

v rθs s s> > on the minimum horizontal stress 
orientation when bottom-hole pressure was less than 25.5 
MPa. The relative value of three effective principal stresses 
on the maximum horizontal stress orientation was changed 
from ' ' '

v rθs s s> >  to ' ' '
v r> > θs s s when bottom-hole 

pressure was 25.5 MPa. The radial effective stress became 
the intermediate principal stress. The tangential stress 
became the minimum principal stress. The change of stress 
state will impact fracture morphology of poorly 
consolidated sandstone. 

B. The Conditions of Fracture Initiation and 
Propagation of Poorly Consolidated Sandstone 

The fracture of poorly consolidated sandstone may be 
caused by tensile failure or shear failure. It depends on the 
stress path. 
1) Tensile failure: When (6) is satisfied, namely, the 

maximum tensile stress more than rock tensile strength, 
the tensile fracture is induced. The fracture plane is 
perpendicular to the minor principal stress '

3s .  
2) Shear failure: When. (7) is satisfied, the shear fracture 

is induced. In addition, the shear plane induced by shear 
failure has a certain direction. The conjugate shear 
plane that shear angle is approximately 

45 / 2oγ ϕ= −  will be formed when shear failure is 
induced according to Mohr - coulomb strength criterion. 
The conjugate shear plane is parallel to the intermediate 
principal stress. The stress concentration is around the 
borehole, particularly in the maximum and minimum 
horizontal stress direction. The three principal stresses 
are vertical stress '

vs , tangential stress '
θs  and radial 

stress '
rs  respectively. Obviously, the fractures 

paralleled to the radial direction of borehole are more 
easily propagated when radial stress is the intermediate 
principal stress. At this time, the fracture that is 
different from fractures created hydraulic fracturing in 
conventionally consolidated and brittle rocks is high 
porosity and permeability zone. Fig. 5 is the 
geometrical morphology diagram of conjugate shear 
plane caused by shear failure under different relative 
values of principal stress around the borehole. 
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Fig. 5. The geometrical diagram of conjugate shear plane under different relative values of principal stress around the borehole. 

 

As shown in Fig. 5, when the intermediate principal 
stress is '

vs  or '
θs , the conjugate shear plane around 

borehole prevented the propagation of injected water in the 
radial direction. The fractures are quite difficult to 
propagate to the formation interior. However, when the 
intermediate principal stress is '

rs , the propagation 
direction of conjugate shear plane is radial, which is 
advantageous for fracture propagation to the formation 
interior. Therefore, the form of shear fracture in poorly 
consolidated sandstone should meet the following two 
conditions: Rocks are subjected to shear failure 
surrounding borehole. Radial effective stress is the 
intermediate principal stress. 
C The calculation of water injection fracture and fracture 
propagation pressure 

Calculated stress state around borehole was substitute 
into Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion. Shear failure firstly 
happened both maximum and minimum horizontal stress 
orientation. Tensile failure did not occur. This indicates 
that the fractures are mainly caused by shear failure in 
poorly consolidated sandstone. The results are consistent 
with the abroad research results. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show 
that the vertical stress is intermediate principal stress on 
the horizontal stress orientation, the fracture is quite 
difficult to propagate to the formation interior. The radial 
stress is intermediate principal stress when the bottom hole 
pressure reaches 25.5MPa on the maximum horizontal 
stress orientation. The conjugate shear plane is shown in 
Fig. 5(c). The fractures are more easily to propagate to the 
formation interior. The bottom hole pressure 25.5 MPa is 
the water injection fracture pressure. The vertical and 
radial effective stress should satisfy (20). 

' ' 1 sin 1 sin2
1 sin 1 sinv Cθ

ϕ ϕs s
ϕ ϕ

+ +
= +

− −
      (20) 

The stress state far away from borehole is the original 
in-situ stress. The water will permeate into the surrounding 
formation through fractures in process of injecting water. 
It will form the high pressure zone at the fracture tip and 
reduce the effective stress. The fracture propagation 

should satisfy Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion. It is 
expressed as (21) 

    1 sin 1 sin( ) 2
1 sin 1 sinv hp p Cϕ ϕs α s α

ϕ ϕ
+ +

− = − +
− −

     (21) 

where p is the pressure at the fracture tip, Pa. 
Water injection fracture propagation pressure is 

expressed as (22) 
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1 sin( 1)
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Table I model parameters were used. The fracture 
propagation pressure calculated by (22) is 22.6MPa, 
23.9MPa and 25.3 MPa accordingly when the Biot 
coefficient is 0.95, 0.9 and 0.85 respectively. That is, The 
smaller Biot coefficient is, the fracture propagation 
pressure is higher,. The fractures are more difficult to 
extend. Noticing the point that the fracture propagation 
pressure is not the bottom hole pressure of water injection 
wells, but the pressure at the fracture tip. The injected 
water has a pressure gradient under the influence of 
percolation effect, so the bottom hole pressure will be 
higher. It depends on permeability and length of the 
fractures. The bottom hole pressure will be greater when 
fracture length is longer and fracture permeability is lower. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1) The mechanical properties of poorly consolidated 

sandstone are different from consolidated and brittle 
rocks. Poorly consolidated sand has properties with 
high porosity and permeability. The form mechanism 
of fractures in poorly consolidated sandstone should 
consider fluid-solid coupling effect.  

2) The fractures of poorly consolidated sandstone are 
induced by shear failure in the process of injecting 
water. The shear fractures are parallel to the radial 
direction (percolation direction) when the radial 
effective stress is the intermediate principal stress. It 
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is advantageous for fracture to propagate and form 
high porosity-permeability belt. 

3) Water injection will generate shear fractures 
paralleled to the maximum horizontal stress. At this 
time, the water injection fracture pressure is the 
bottom hole pressure. The fracture pressure calculated 
by the model established in the paper is less than that 
calculated by the conventional method.  
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